BLASTING GELATINE, BALLISTITE AND
PROGRESSIVE-POWDER
Sweden. A large section for the manufacture of Nobel powder was
added to the factory at Avigliana, and the first important contract
for the delivery of 300,000 kilogrammes of ballistite was concluded
as early as the ist August, 1889, between the Italian Government
and Nobel's representative Ristori. The powder was to be made
at Avigliana, and Nobel was to receive certain royalties on the
selling price.
The Italian Government wished to acquire the rights of manu-
facturing ballistite itself, and on the i6th September, 1889, an
agreement was concluded, under which it acquired the right to
exploit Nobel's patent, in return for a payment of 145 francs per
kilogramme manufactured.*
This agreement caused some dismay in France. Certain in-
fluential circles connected with the administration of the powder
monopoly—Vadministration des Poudres et Salpetres—in that
country had for some time been keeping a hostile and suspicious
eye on Nobel's activities, as likely to interfere with the new French
smokeless powder, which had been worked out by Vieille, and
which at this time was being introduced into the army and
the fleet for training purposes. A fierce newspaper campaign
against Nobel was set in motion, and he was accused, amongst
other things, of spying on the experiments in the Monopoly
Administration's Laboratory which, like Nobel's, was in S6vran-
Livry.
The result was that Nobel's laboratory was searched by the
police, and finally closed; moreover he was forbidden to carry out
shooting experiments on the site which had hitherto been placed at,
his disposal for short periods, and to which Nobel had had some
small cannon brought for his experiments, as well as various lands
* Under a later agreement the Italian, Government compounded for its obligation
to pay further; royalties by a single payment of 500,000 lire.
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